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Dear Friend,
importance of preparing for
We are writing this letter to emphasize the
it is very likely there will be a
earthquakes before they happen. Experts say
e in the next 30 years and that it
damaging San Francisco Bay Area earthquak
to find the supplies and services
will strike without warning. It may be hard
hospitals may have more patients
we need after this earthquake. For example,
be closed for weeks. You will need
than they can treat, and grocery stores may
To keep our loved ones and our
to provide for your family until help arrives.
community safe, we must prepare now.
es are also common.
Some of us come from places where earthquak
homelands may be very different
However, the dangers of earthquakes in our
le in Asian countries die in
than in the Bay Area. For example, many peop
or from big sea waves called
major earthquakes when buildings collapse
is from objects inside buildings
tsunami. In the Bay Area, the main danger
falling on people.
will be safe in an earthquake.
Take action now to make sure your family
and follow its advice. By making
The first step is to read this book carefully
ity safer. Preparing for
your home safer, you help make our commun
can make sure our families and
earthquakes is important, and together we
community are ready.
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Why Do Earthquakes Occur in the Bay Area?
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Sandy soils can shake so much that
they liquefy , causing buildings to sink
and buried pipes to break. In steep hilly
terrain, landslides can also be triggered
(USGS photo).
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Earthquakes cause other
damage too...
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• Areas of soft soil, mainly near the bay,
shake harder than areas of hard rock.
• Unlike some earthquakes that occur
beneath the ocean, Bay Area earthquakes are not expected to cause
significant tsunamis. However, distant
earthquakes around the Pacific Ocean
can generate tsunamis capable of producing damage along our coast.
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• Strong ground shaking will cause most
of the damage. The map shows that
most of the Bay Area will experience
strong shaking.

62%

1

• Large damaging earthquakes happened
here in 1868, 1906, and 1989; smaller
damaging earthquakes occur more
often.
• Scientific research shows that, more likely
than not, a big quake will happen here in
the next 30 years.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
EARTHQUAKE PROBABILITY

101

N
SA

he San Francisco Bay Area
has had and will continue to
have earthquakes because it has at
least eight earthquake faults (black
lines on map) that can cause serious damage.

Monterey

1

Big earthquakes will damage roads and
bridges, causing accidents and traffic
jams and making it harder for rescue
workers to help injured people. Commutes
will be affected for days, weeks, or even
months (USGS photo).

Salinas

101

Earthquakes can break electrical wires
and gas pipes, which can cause fires.
Broken water lines and blocked roadways
will make it harder to fight these fires
(photo courtesy of CBS 5).

For more information on earthquakes see http://earthquake.usgs.gov/pdr
3
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How Will an Earthquake Affect My Family and Me?
Your family may not be together when an
earthquake strikes.
• Family members may be at school,
at work, commuting, or elsewhere.

Your medical services may be disrupted or
unavailable.

• You need to have a plan to reunite
your family (see page 7).

• The 911 emergency
system and hospital
emergency rooms may
be overloaded.

(FEMA photo)

• Other health services,
such as assisted living, critical care, and
dialysis, may not be
operational.

Your family may not be able to get home
immediately.

Services your family relies on may not
be available.
• Critical utilities like water, gas,
electricity, telephone (including
cell phones and Internet) may be
unavailable.

• Road damage and closures
may limit travel by car.
• Public transportation,
including buses, rapid
transit, ferries, and airports
may experience closures or
interruptions in service.

Medical facilities may be damaged
or destroyed (USGS photo).

• Grocery stores, drug stores, and banks
(including ATMs) may be closed.
• Supplies and deliveries will be
interrupted.

(USGS photo)

• Experience shows that many small
businesses never reopen after
natural disasters because they do
not have a recovery plan.

Your home may be unsafe to live in.
• Your family property may be damaged or destroyed.
• Alternative housing may be limited or not available.

The first story of
this apartment
building
collapsed,
crushing cars
below (FEMA
photo).

Supplies of food, medicines, and gasoline
may be disrupted after an earthquake (photo
courtesy of the Olympian, Olympia, Wash.).

Your family income and finances may
be affected.
• Your employment may be temporarily or permanently affected.
• Payroll checks or direct deposits
may be delayed.
• You may not have access to your
financial records.

YOU CAN PREPARE BEFORE AN
EARTHQUAKE STRIKES!
Begin by taking the Seven Steps to
Earthquake Safety on pages 5-12.

4

Businesses and rental
properties may suffer
serious damage
(USGS photo).

• Remember, your family is still
responsible for your existing
debts, such as mortgage, lease or
rental agreement, car, and creditcard payments.
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What Should I Do?

Protect yourself during earthquakes—
“DROP, COVER and HOLD ON.”

5

Check the boxes!

What Should I Do?

STEP 1—Identify Potential Hazards in Your Home and
Begin to Fix Them

W

hen the earth shakes, everything inside your
home moves. Items fall off shelves, hanging
objects can fall from the wall, glass breaks, heavy
furniture topples over, TV’s and computers can go
flying across the room. You can check your home
for potential hazards by conducting a “Home Hazard
Hunt” at http://www.fema.gov/kids/eqhunt.htm. The
following are some simple low-cost things you can do
to make your home safer:

❏ Secure all cabinet doors, especially those high up. Use latches
designed for child proofing or
earthquake safety.
❏ Secure refrigerators and other
major appliances to walls using
earthquake appliance straps.

Hanging objects

Water and gas pipes

❏ Do not hang heavy objects
above beds and sofas,
only soft objects, such as
unframed posters or rugs.

❏ Brace water heaters and
other gas appliances. (See
the Homeowner’s Guide
to Earthquake Safety, 2005
edition [http://www.seismic.
ca.gov/hog.htm].

❏ Hang mirrors, pictures,
and other heavy objects
on closed picture hooks.

Objects on open shelves and tabletops
❏ Store heavy items
and breakables on
lower shelves.
❏ Secure valuable
items in place by
using removable
putty, museum
wax, or quake gel.

Furniture and Home Electronics
❏ Secure furniture to the wall to keep it
from falling using flexible-mount fasteners
such as nylon straps. Secure top corners
of tall furniture into a wall stud, not just
to the drywall.
❏ Secure heavy items, such as TVs,
stereos, computers, and microwave
ovens with flexible nylon straps.

6

In the kitchen

Flexible water
connectors

❏ Replace rigid gas
connections to water
heaters, and other gas
appliances with flexible
(corrugated) stainlesssteel gas connectors.
Flexible gas
connector

Storage Areas
❏ Move flammable or hazardous materials to low areas that
are secure.
❏ Ensure that items stored above or beside vehicles cannot
fall, so that they cannot damage or block them.

Move on to STEP 2

For more information on making your home
safer in earthquakes go to:
http://quake.abag.ca.gov/fixit/
http://quakeinfo.org/
http://www.fema.gov/hazard/earthquake
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Check the boxes!

What Should I Do?

STEP 2—Create A Disaster-Preparedness Plan

T

alk with your family about earthquakes and why
you need to prepare for them. Make sure all
family members know what to do before, during, and
after an earthquake.

Plan where to meet after a disaster.
Choose two places:
❏ A safe place to meet near your home after the shaking stops.
❏ A place outside your neighborhood, in case you have to
evacuate your neighborhood or cannot return home.

After determining these meeting places:
❏ Identify safe spots in your home to go to when shaking
starts. Determine the best escape routes from your home
and from each room. Also, determine the two best escape
routes out of your neighborhood/community.
❏ Designate a neighbor or local friend’s house as a safe place
for your children to meet if you are away from home.
❏ Install smoke alarms and test them monthly.
❏ Ask an out-of-town friend to be your family’s disaster
contact. After a disaster, all family members should call this
person and tell them where they are.

Stay Informed:
❏ Learn the disaster plan at your workplace, your child’s
school or daycare center, or other places where your family
spends time.
❏ Give family members an “Emergency Contact Card” to carry
with them. Be sure to include an out-of-town contact, important contact phone numbers, and your meeting locations.
❏ Practice your plan twice a year; conduct drills to practice
“DROP, COVER, AND HOLD ON” (see page 10) and how to
evacuate your home. Drive your planned evacuation route.
Update phone numbers and disaster supplies and review
your plan with everyone twice a year.
❏ Identify where you could live after an earthquake if your
home is damaged and is not safe to live in.

❏Consider Buying Earthquake Insurance:
Both renters and homeowners should consider buying
earthquake insurance. Like flood insurance, earthquake
insurance usually must be purchased separately. Earthquake
insurance can replace your damaged property and can also
pay for your living expenses until your home is made safe
again. To get a premium estimate, talk to your insurance
agent or visit http://earthquakeauthority.com

❏Develop A Business Recovery Plan:

Learn Lifesaving Actions:
❏ Learn First aid and CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) by
taking a class from the Red Cross.
❏ Know where the fire extinguisher is located.
❏ Learn how and when to turn off utilities such as electricity,
water, and gas (see page 11).
❏ Check with your fire department to see if there is a Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) in your area. See
http://www.citizencorps.gov/cert

Business owners should develop a recovery plan. Identify
an alternative location if your regular place of business
is seriously damaged. How long might it be before your
customers return and how could your vendors reach you?
Plan for what you will do if your employees cannot make
it to work, if you cannot access your financial records, or
if you cannot execute transactions. Make sure you have
adequate insurance for your business.

Move on to STEP 3

Keep separate copies of important records:
❏ Mortgage, lease, or rent agreement
❏ Insurance documents
❏ Bank statements
❏ Credit card numbers
❏ Inventory of your possessions
❏ Ownership records for your cars
❏ Birth Certificates

❏ Passports
❏ Driver’s licenses
❏ Marriage license/divorce papers
❏ Child custody papers
❏ Power of Attorney (including health care)
❏ Critical medical information

Where Can I Learn More?
Online earthquake information and
resources are located on page 13.

7
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What Should I Do?

STEP 3—Prepare Disaster Kits
Household Disaster Kit

Personal Disaster “Go” Kits

Keep a household kit in a large waterproof container, that can be easily moved
and should hold at least a 3- to 5-day
supply of the following items:

Everyone in your family should have their own personal
disaster kits. These kits contain supplies they may need when
a quake strikes, no matter where in the Bay Area they are.

❏ Drinking water (minimum one gallon or
four liters per person per day).
❏ First aid supplies, medications, and
essential hygiene items, such as soap, Waterproof containers
toothpaste, and toilet paper.
❏ Emergency lighting—light sticks and (or) a working flashlight with extra batteries and light bulbs (hand-powered
flashlights are also available).
❏ A hand-cranked or
battery-operated radio
(and spare batteries).
❏ Canned and packaged foods and
cooking utensils,
including a manual
can opener.
❏ Special items for infants and elderly or
disabled family members.
❏ Items to protect you from the elements, such as warm
clothing, sturdy shoes, extra socks, blankets, and perhaps
even a tent.
❏ Heavy-duty plastic bags for garbage and to serve other
uses, such as tarps and rain ponchos.
❏ Work gloves and protective goggles.
❏ Pet food and pet restraints.
❏ Copies of important personal and
financial documents (see page 7).
❏ Emergency cash in small bills.
❏ Keep a copy of this brochure in your kit.

❏ Medications, a list of prescriptions, copies of medical insurance cards, doctors’ names and contact information.
❏ Medical consent forms for dependents.
❏ First aid kit and first aid handbook.
❏ Spare eyeglasses, personal hygiene supplies, and
sturdy shoes.
❏ Bottled water.
❏ Whistle (to alert rescuers to your location).
❏ Emergency cash.
❏ Personal identification.
❏ List of emergency contact phone numbers.
❏ Snack foods high in calories.
❏ Emergency lighting—light sticks and (or) a working flashlight with extra batteries and light bulbs (hand-powered
flashlight are also available).
❏ For kids comfort items, such as games, crayons, writing
materials, and teddy bears.

A Special Note About Children
Before the next earthquake, discuss with your kids what
might occur. Involve them in developing your disaster plan,
preparing disaster supplies kits (ask them what game or toy
they want to include), and practicing “drop, cover, and hold
on.” Teach children how and when to call 9-1-1 (or your
local Emergency Medical Services number) for help. Post
emergency numbers by the telephone.
In the days after an earthquake, children may be frightened and under great stress, and aftershocks won’t let
them forget the experience. Whenever possible, include
your children in the recovery process.
Resources for kids to learn about disaster preparedness:
See page 13 for web sites for children.

NOTE: Replace
perishable items
like water, food,
medications, and
batteries on a
yearly basis.

Keep a flashlight and a pair of sturdy
shoes secured to or within reach of
everyone’s bed. A good way to do
this is to use a drawstring bag tied to
a bedpost at the head of the bed for
each occupant.

8

Move on to STEP 4
For more information on earthquake preparedness plans
and disaster kits go to:
Telephone book:
The front section of your local phone book
American Red Cross:
http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/beprepared/
http://redcrossshop.org/
Pacific Gas & Electric:
http://www.pge.com/education_training/
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What Should I Do?

STEP 4—Identify Your Building’s Potential Weaknesses
and Begin to Fix Them

I

s your house, condo, or apartment strong enough
to withstand an earthquake?

• Buildings constructed or remodeled before about 1978 are
more likely to suffer earthquake damage because they were
not constructed according to modern building codes.
• Buildings with more than one story are more likely to suffer
earthquake damage. Buildings with structurally weak ground
floors may lean or collapse in an earthquake.
• Inadequately reinforced concrete walls, masonry walls,
and chimneys may collapse and cause serious damage and
injury—60,000 chimneys fell in the 1994 magnitude 6.7 Northridge earthquake.
• Does your home have enough bolts connecting the wood
frame to the foundation? If there is a basement or crawl
space under your home, proper bracing of the walls between
the foundation and the floor joists can help the structure
survive strong shaking.
• If not properly secured, mobile homes can be knocked off their
foundations and damaged. An “engineered tie-down system”
or “earthquake-resistant bracing system” (ERBS) should be
installed with a label that says, “Complies with the California
Administrative Code, Title 25, Chapter 2, Article 7.5.”
• If you own your home, learn what you can do to make the
house safer. If you rent, ask your landlord what measures
have been taken to ensure the seismic safety of the building.
The latest recommendations of structural engineers, contractors, and city building officials who are experts on retrofitting
are available on the ABAG web site at http://quake.abag.
ca.gov/fixit/

Strengthening your crawl space
The number of foundation
bolts, linear feet of
plywood, and floor-to-wall
connections (brackets)
that are required to
seismically retrofit your
home varies depending
on its size and weight.
Remember, earthquakes
will find the weak spots in
your house. So, if you add
bolts but not plywood, you
will still have a problem
when the ground shakes.

This home in the Santa Cruz Mountains collapsed in the 1989
magnitude 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake (USGS photo).
“Soft story” buildings, typically with
parking on the
ground floor, like
the one pictured
here, are common throughout
the Bay Area and
are particularly at
risk when exposed
to strong shaking
(USGS photo).

What can make ground floors weaker?
• Large openings in the external
walls, such as garage doors and
large windows.
• Garages or parking spots under
the building.
• Large open spaces lacking
interior supporting walls.
• Sloping ground beneath the
building.

Move on to STEP 5
9
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What Should I Do?

STEP 5—Protect Yourself During Earthquake Shaking
If you are indoors...
• “DROP, COVER, AND HOLD ON.” When
you feel strong shaking, drop to the
floor, take cover under a sturdy desk or
table, and hold on to it firmly until the
shaking stops.
• Do not stand in doorways and do not
rush outside.
• If you are outdoors, move away
from exterior walls and windows,
masonry veneers (such as fireplaces),
tall furniture, and hanging pictures
or mirrors.
• If you can’t find cover beneath a desk
or table, drop to the floor against an
interior wall and protect your head and
neck with your arms.
• If you are cooking in the kitchen, turn
off the stove before you take cover.
• If you are in bed, hold on and stay put,
protecting your head with a pillow.
• If you are in a high-rise building, avoid
windows. Do not use elevators.
• After the shaking stops, turn on
your radio for information about the
earthquake.

“DROP, COVER, AND HOLD ON”
If you are indoors when you feel
strong earthquake shaking, drop to
the floor, take cover under a sturdy
desk or table, and hold on to it firmly
until the shaking stops.

If you are outdoors...

If you are driving...

• Move away from buildings and power
lines. Be alert for falling debris.

• Do not stop on or under overpasses,
bridges, or in tunnels.

• If you are at the coast, move to higher
ground immediately to avoid a possible
tsunami.

• Do not stop under or near electrical
power lines, light posts, trees, or signs.
• Safely pull to the side of the road and
set the brake.
• Stay in your car until the earthquake
shaking is over.

Move on to STEP 6

DO NOT STAND IN
THE DOORWAY
In the early days of California,
many homes were made of
adobe bricks with wooden
doorframes. After a powerful earthquake, doorframes
were sometimes the only part
of these houses still standing.
From this came the myth that a
doorway is the safest place to
be during an earthquake. Today,
few people in the Bay Area
live in old, unreinforced adobe
houses. In modern houses,
doorways may be no stronger
than any other part of the
house and do little to protect
you from falling debris. You are
safer under a table, so “DROP,
COVER, AND HOLD ON.”

10

Collapsed roof in downtown Paso Robles following the
San Simeon earthquake of December 22, 2003. Two people were
killed by falling debris when they ran out of the building.
(USGS photo)
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What Should I Do?

STEP 6—After the Quake, Check for Injuries and Damage

O

nce earthquake shaking
has stopped, check your
family for injuries and your home
for damage:

Check for injuries
• Check yourself for serious injuries
before helping others. Protect your
mouth, nose, and eyes from dust.
• If a person is bleeding, put direct pressure on the wound. Use clean gauze or
cloth, if available.
• If a person is not breathing, administer
rescue breathing.
• If a person has no pulse, begin CPR
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation).
• Do not move seriously injured persons,
unless they are in immediate danger of
further harm.
• Cover injured persons with blankets or
additional clothing to keep them warm.

Check your home for
hazardous conditions
• Fire—If possible, put out small fires in
your home. Call for help, but don’t wait
for the fire department.
• Gas leaks—Turn off the gas if you
suspect a leak because you see
broken pipes, smell the gas odor, or
hear the sound of leaking natural gas.
Use a gas shut-off wrench to close the
main gas valve by turning it counterclockwise. Never turn gas back on by
yourself—wait for the gas company!

• Downed utility lines—If you see
downed power lines, consider them
energized and keep yourself and others well away from them. Never touch
downed power lines or any objects in
contact with them!
• Falling items—Beware of items tumbling off shelves when you open closet
and cupboard doors.
• Spills—Use extreme caution; when in
doubt, leave your home! Spilled medicines, drugs, or other relatively nontoxic substance can be cleaned up.
• Damaged masonry—Stay away from
brick chimneys and walls. They may
be weakened and could topple during
aftershocks. Don’t use a fireplace with
a damaged chimney, as this could start
a fire in your home!

If your home is seriously
damaged...
If your home is structurally unsafe
or threatened by a fire you will need
to evacuate. Do not leave your home
just because utilities are out of service
or your home and its contents have
suffered moderate damage. It can still
provide shelter to your family.
If you evacuate, tell a neighbor and
your family point-of-contact where you
are going.
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What to take to a shelter
❏ Personal disaster kits (see STEP 3,
page 8).
❏ Supply of water, food, and snacks.
❏ Blanket, pillow, and air mattress or
sleeping pad.
❏ Change of clothing and a jacket.
❏ Towel and washcloth.
❏ Diapers, formula, food, and other
supplies for infants.
❏ A few family pictures or other small
comfort items, such as dolls or teddy
bears for children.
❏ Personal identification and copies
of household and health insurance
information.
❏ Books and games (especially for
children).

Do not bring
• Family pets are not allowed in shelters. Only service animals for people
with disabilities are allowed—bring
food for them. If you temporarily
leave pets at a safe place, make sure
that you have provided them with
food and water.
• Valuables that might be lost or stolen.

Move on to STEP 7

• Damaged electrical wiring—Shut off
power at the main breaker switch if
there is any damage to your home
wiring. Leave the power off until the
damage is repaired!
If you suspect a
gas leak, use a
manual gas shut
off wrench.

TURN ON YOUR RADIO
Listen for information about
the earthquake and follow
safety advisories.

11
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What Should I Do?

STEP 7—When Safe, Continue to Follow Your
Disaster-Preparedness Plan

O

nce you have met your
family’s immediate needs
after the next strong Bay Area
earthquake, continue to follow
your family’s disaster-preparedness plan (see STEP 2, page 7).

In the days following an
earthquake...
Stay Safe
• Make sure your home is safe to
occupy and not in danger of collapse
in aftershocks.
• Be sure there are no gas leaks at your
home before using open flames or
operating any electrical or mechanical
device that could create a spark (light
switches, generators, chain saws, or
motor vehicles).
• Check for chemical spills, faulty electrical wiring, and broken water lines.
Water in contact with faulty wiring is a
shock hazard.
• Unplug broken or toppled light fixtures
or appliances. These could start fires
when electricity is restored.

Take Action to Recover

How Will the Federal Government Help?

• If you were able to remain in your
home or return to it after a few days,
take steps to return to normal routines.

• After the President signs a major disaster declaration, FEMA cooperates with
other agencies, such as the Small Business Administration (SBA), in providing
disaster relief.
• Federal disaster relief programs are
designed to help with initial needs, but
they will not replace everything you lose.
• FEMA disaster grants for emergency
home repairs and temporary rental
assistance are only available to individuals and households who do not qualify
for loans.
• The maximum SBA personal-property
loan is $40,000, and the maximum SBA
real-property loan for primary home
repair is $200,000.
• The average FEMA grant is less than
$15,000 (the maximum is $26,500)—not
enough to rebuild a home!

• Check your food and water supplies.
If power is off, plan meals so as to use
up refrigerated and frozen foods first.
If you keep the door closed, food in
your freezer may still be safe to eat for
a couple of days.
• If your water is off, you can drink the
water from water heaters, melted ice
cubes, or canned vegetables. Avoid
drinking the water from swimming
pools or hot tubs; use it to fight fires.
• If your gas was turned off, arrange for
the gas company to turn it back on.
• If the electricity went off and then
came back on, check your appliances
or electronic equipment for damage.
• Contact your insurance agent or company right away to begin your claims
process.
• If you cannot live at your home, set up
an alternative mailing address with the
post office.

• Never use the following indoors: camp
stoves, kerosene or gas lanterns or
heaters, gas or charcoal grills, or
gas generators, as these can release
deadly carbon monoxide gas or be a
fire hazard in aftershocks.

Stay Informed
• Turn on your portable or car radio
and listen for information and safety
advisories.
• Call your out-of-town contact, tell
them your status, and then stay off the
phone.

FEMA mobile homes were used to
provide temporary housing after
Hurricane Charley in 2004. Nearly a
year later, these trailers were still
being used. (FEMA photo)

First responders such as the local police and fire departments may be overwhelmed for the
first 72 hours after a quake. Be prepared to take care of your own family during this time.
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How Will the American Red Cross Help?
The American Red Cross will help with
emergency needs and some limited financial assistance for recovery. You should
listen to the radio and emergency personnel to direct you to Red Cross resources if
the phones and Internet are not working.
After an earthquake, the American Red
Cross will help in the following ways:
• Opening and operating emergency
shelters.
• Providing food at shelters and feeding
locations.
• Obtaining and delivering other needed
items such as water, baby supplies, and
blankets
• Assisting with the immediate mentalhealth needs of those affected.
• Providing for basic health needs at shelters and other locations.
• Helping with initial recovery through
casework, limited financial assistance,
and referrals to other agencies and
partners.
• Providing blood and blood products.
For more information go to:
http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/
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